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Abstract 

Perovskite Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-α (BSCF) hollow fibre membranes were fabricated by a 

combined phase inversion and sintering technique. The membranes were characterized 

by XRD,  SEM and tested for air separation. The membrane possesses a novel 

morphology consisting of one dense layer and one porous layer. Oxygen permeation 

fluxes through the obtained hollow fibre membranes were measured in the temperature 

range of 650-950 °C using helium sweep gas rates from 50-200 mL min
-1

. Experimental 

results indicated the oxygen permeation flux through the BSCF hollow fibre membrane 

sintered at 1050 °C was approximately 11.46 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 at 950 °C when the helium 

sweep rate was kept at 200 mL min
-1

. The BSCF hollow fibre membrane showed a 

stable oxygen permeation flux of 8.60 mL min
-1

 cm
-2 

over the investigated period of 120 

hours at 900 °C.  
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1.  Introduction 

Oxygen permeation phenomena through mixed ionic-electronic conducting (MIEC) 

membranes have attracted considerable attention due to their wide research interest in 

oxygen production, membrane reactors for high temperature oxidations and solid oxide 

fuel cells [1-10]. The increasing awareness of reducing greenhouse gas emissions has 

resulted in the development of new technologies in clean energy delivery with lower 

carbon dioxide emission [11]. Among these technologies, oxyfuel combustion is a 

promising option due to its possibility of integrating but not demolishing the existing 

facilities of the coal/gas fired-power stations [12]. Several big projects have been 

initiated in the world such as CS Callide (Australia), Vattenfal (Germany), Inabensa 

(Spain), OXY-CFB-300 (Spain), TotalLacq (France) and the FutureGen2 (USA) 

program with billion dollar investments for each of these projects [13]. With the oxyfuel 

concept, coal will be fired with pure O2 or an O2/CO2 mixture instead of air; in this case, 

the major constituent of the flue gas produced would be highly concentrated CO2 

enabling its capture to become more economically feasible. Coupling an MIEC 

membrane unit for air separation at the front end of an oxyfuel power plant offers the 

potential to tackle the energy penalties which result from the conventional cryogenic 

method to produce oxygen, thus improving the viability of CO2 zero emission 

technology. Due to these potentials, the intensive research in MIEC membranes has 

been directed to two major areas addressing the oxygen fluxes and membrane stability 

under real application conditions. This paper addresses the oxygen flux improvement by 

the development of a new morphological membrane. Two typical materials attracting 

most attention in theoretical and experimental studies are Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-α (BSCF) 

and La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-α (LSCF). BSCF membrane is well known for its higher 

oxygen flux but LSCF is characterized by its good material stability and mechanical 
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strength [1,2,4]. Normally, perovskite membranes with large thickness (>1 mm) give 

relatively low oxygen fluxes due to their ionic transport and surface transferring 

reaction limitations [1,14]. The improvement strategy lies in the membrane thickness 

reduction [15,16], surface area increase [17-19] and additional catalyst integration [20-

23]. Conventional thin membrane technology can be used to reduce the thickness via 

coating methods using a porous support, but the procedure is normally multi-step and 

time-consuming [24]. Most previous work employed membranes in the form of disks or 

tubes which are easily fabricated using conventional methods [1,14,25]. However, these 

geometries do not meet the requirements for industrial applications because of their low 

effective surface area to the volume ratio and low oxygen permeation flux due to the 

large gas transport resistance through the thick membrane. Asymmetric hollow fibre 

membranes seem to overcome these shortcomings perfectly by not only providing a 

thinner gas transport layer for more interesting fundamental studies but also providing a 

larger membrane area per unit volume with easy sealing for favourable scaling up 

[22,23,26]. More importantly, these ceramic hollow fibre membranes with favourable 

structure can be completed in one sintering step. The hollow fibre precursor can be 

produced via a room temperature spinning (or extrusion) process based on phase 

inversion principles. Previously, based on polyethersulfone (PESf)/N-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NMP) as the binder and water as the coagulants,  BSCF hollow fibre with 

a thickness of 200 microns was prepared and the oxygen flux up to 5.1 mL min
-1

 cm
-2 

at 

950 °C was achieved [2]. Later, a new sulphur-free polymer of polyetherimide (PEI) 

was used to replace the PESF to avoid the sulphur contamination of the membrane 

material and the oxygen flux was improved to 9.5 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 at 950 °C under the 

oxygen partial pressure gradient created by air and sweep gas [23]. However, when 

water is used for internal and external coagulant, normally the ceramic hollow fibre 
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membrane would possess an asymmetric structure consisting of three dense layers and 

two porous layers full of isolated short finger-like pores near the inside and outside 

surfaces. When gas is transported through such MIEC membranes with these isolated 

pores, it will encounter greater transport resistance [16,27]. A more densified structure 

with the decrease or removal of these isolated pores will definitely improve the BSCF 

membrane performance in terms of oxygen flux and mechanical strength. In this paper, 

we report an improved method to prepare the BSCF hollow fibre membranes by making 

a minor change in the conventional internal coagulant composition used during the 

spinning process. The resultant BSCF membrane has a new morphology and further 

improves the oxygen flux by approximately 30% at 950°C, which exceeds the 

commercial target of 10 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 [28,29]. 
 
 

 2. Experimental  

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-α (BSCF) perovskite powders were derived from a combined 

EDTA-citrate sol-gel method using the appropriate nitrates [2]. The prepared oxide 

powder was ball-milled for 48 h in an agate jar and sieved through a 200-mesh sieve. 

The BSCF powder was added to a mixture of solvent (N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP)) 

and  polyetherimide (PEI) in the ratio of 6:1:4 (w/w) to create the spinning dope. The 

mixture was constantly stirred for a period of 24 h to ensure a uniform mixture. The 

viscosity of the mixture was adjusted by adding a minor amount (<1%, w/w) of 

polyvinyl pyrrolidinine (PVP) and measured at room temperature to be around 55,800 

mPa·s at a shear rate of 3 rpm for easy spinning. The bore fluid as the internal coagulant 

was a mixture of 30 wt% ethanol-70 wt% NMP while tap water was used normally as 

the external coagulant. The dope mixture was extruded via a tube-in-orifice spinneret 

(OD = 2.5 mm and ID = 0.8 mm) into thin hollow fibres which were gelled by 

immersion in tap water. Subsequently, the extruded BSCF hollow fibres were dried, cut 
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in short lengths of 12 cm, and sintered at 1050 °C or 1100 °C for 4 h with a ramping and 

cooling rate of 2 °C min
-1

 in non-flowing air atmosphere to obtain gas-tight membranes.  

The oxygen permeation was tested by suspending a gas tight hollow fibre between 

two quartz tubes in a tubular furnace and exposing the outside surface to ambient air 

with helium as sweep gas on the lumen side. Prior to the assembly, the gas tightness of 

the hollow fibre was checked by observing whether or not there was any bubble 

appearing from the outside surface of the hollow fibre, which was immersed into a 

water bath with lumen side applied by a compressed air up to 2 bar.  High temperature 

permeation experiments were conducted by varying the helium gas flow rate between 

50-200 ml min
-1

 and the temperature between 650-950°C. The permeate stream was 

analyzed online using a Shimadzu GC-2014 with a 5A molecular sieve column and 

TCD detector. The permeate flow rate was measured by a bubble flow meter. The 

hollow fibres were sealed with silver paste and resealed at least twice until nitrogen 

could no longer be detected by gas chromatography. The air leak rate was <0.5%, below 

the minimum detection limit of the Shimadzu GC-2014. The effective membrane area 

was calculated using the following equation:  

 A =  
2πL(ro− ri)

ln(ro ri⁄ )
                                                                                    

where A, L, ro and  riS stand for the effective membrane area, the effective length of the 

hollow fiber sample, the outer and the inner radius of the hollow fibre, respectively. 

Viscosity of the spinning solutions were measured by Physica UDS-200 rheometer 

at room temperature. Morphology and microstructures of the hollow fibre membranes 

were observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss EVO 40XVP). Gold 

sputter coating was performed on the samples under vacuum before the measurement. 

The XRD patterns were recorded on an X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical X'Pert PRO 

MPD) using a Cu-Kα monochromatized radiation source and a Ni filter in the range 2θ 
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from 10-80°. 

3. Results and Discussion 

 The XRD spectra of the BSCF hollow fibres membrane sintered at 1050°C shown in 

Fig.1 exhibited the anticipated patterns of the pure perovskite phase characterized with 

several strong diffraction peaks of the respective 2θ angles and lattice planes of 22.35 

(100), 31.87 (110), 39.25 (111), 45.60 (200), 51.30 (210), 56.60 (211), 66.35 (220) and 

75.70 (310). SEM images of the BSCF hollow fibre precursors are shown in Fig.2. The 

typical outer and inner diameter of the fibre precursors are around 2.90 and 1.90 mm, 

respectively, as measured from Fig.2A. A further inspection of Fig.2B shows the 

presence of short finger-like porous structures at outer side surface (marked with red 

box), while a sponge-like structure exists in the inner side of the precursor. The 

formation of this asymmetric structure is attributed to the polymer phase inversion 

process. Normally, when water is used for both the internal or external coagulants, there 

are two layers of finger-like pore arrays [23,26]. In the current case, the internal 

coagulant is replaced by 30 wt% ethanol-70 wt% NMP, which was previously used to 

produce honeycomb-structured LSCF hollow fibres [27]. Due to the presence of high 

concentrated NMP, the NMP transport rate from the polymer phase had been slowed 

down compared to the water as the internal coagulant. Therefore, a sponge-like structure 

near the inner surface was produced. Nonetheless, a rapid precipitation still occurred at 

outer side surface resulting in short finger-like pores. Fig.2C and D show the inner and 

outer surface views of the hollow fibre precursor, from which can be observed that the 

BSCF particles were well dispersed and connected to each other by the polymer binder.  

   Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of BSCF hollow fibre membranes sintered at different 

temperatures. The hollow fibre was sintered at 1050°C resulting in the wall thickness of 

300 microns and the outer diameter of 1.64 mm (Fig.3A). A magnified section of the 
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hollow fibre wall illustrates the general morphology of the fibre precursor was 

maintained after sintering. However, the fibre only possessed one dense layer near the 

inner surface (marked with a black box in Fig.3B) and one porous layer with the finger-

like pores near the outer surface (marked with a red box in Fig. 3B). The micrograph of 

Fig.3C relates to the hollow fibre’s inner surface showing complete densification with 

the growth of large grain size. However, relatively uniform pin holes are clearly 

observed at the outer surface (Fig.3D) particularly from the inserted image. These pin 

holes are the open ends of these finger-like pores near the outside surface, which would 

facilitate the molecular oxygen transferring to lattice oxygen via surface reactions at air 

side. After sintering at 1100°C, it can be seen that both the inner and outer surface of the 

hollow fibre become more densified (Fig. 3E and F) and most of the finger-like pores 

became isolated and were trapped inside the membrane increasing the oxygen 

permeation resistance. When the membrane was sintered at temperatures lower than 

1050 °C (i.e., 1000 °C), the membrane could not reach the gas-tightness properties due 

to the decreased densification and the achieved mechanical strength was too weak to be 

routinely handled.     

Fig.4 presents the oxygen permeation fluxes against temperatures. The used BSCF 

hollow fiber samples were sintered at 1050 and 1100°C, respectively. The oxygen fluxes 

increased steadily with the temperature due to the enhancement of oxygen ionic bulk-

diffusion and the surface-exchange reaction rates. For instance, the oxygen fluxes 

through the BSCF membrane sintered at 1050 and 1100 °C rose from 1.98 to 9.92 and 

1.38 to 8.11 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

, respectively, as the operating temperature increased from 

750 to 950 °C at the sweep gas rate of 100 mL min
-1

. We also observed that at similar 

operating conditions, the BSCF membrane sintered at 1050 °C provided much higher 

fluxes than that of the membrane sintered at 1100°C, which is in a good agreement of 
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the previous analysis of the membrane morphology as shown in Fig.3. The better 

oxygen flux value achieved by the sample sintered at 1050°C is contributed by its 

unique membrane morphology with one dense layer integrated on the porous structure 

which is favorable for oxygen permeation. Fig. 5 shows the oxygen permeation fluxes 

against sweep gas flow rates at different operating temperatures. The BSCF membrane 

sintered at 1050 °C provided very high oxygen permeation flux up to 11.46 mL min
-1

 

cm
-2

 with a helium sweep rate of 200 ml min
-1

 at 950 °C. This flux exceeded the 

previously reported results of BSCF [23] and BCFZ [30] hollow fibre of 9.5 and 7.6 mL 

min
-1

 cm
-2

, respectively. In principle, the changes on the sweep gas rate which affect the 

driving force associated with the concentration gradient of oxygen should translate into 

the variations of the oxygen fluxes though the hollow fibres. However, this is not 

entirely the case for both BSCF membranes. There is no significant increase of oxygen 

fluxes with increasing the helium sweep rate below 800 °C. For example, at 800 °C, 

increasing the sweep gas rate from 50 to 200 ml min
-1

 slightly raised the oxygen flux 

though the two membrane samples from 3.90 to 4.36 and 2.45 to 2.84 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

, 

respectively. On the other hand, the expected increase of oxygen flux as a function of 

the sweep gas rate occurred for temperatures above 800°C. For instance, the oxygen 

flux though the two BSCF membranes increased dramatically from 8.22 to 11.46 and 

6.28 to 9.71 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

, respectively, as the sweep gas rate increased from 50 to 200 

ml min
-1

 at 950 °C. Similar phenomenon was observed by other researchers [31]. The 

significantly different effects of sweep gas rate on the oxygen flux values under 

different temperatures indicating the driving force for oxygen transport through the 

MIEC membranes is not only related to oxygen concentration gradient but also related 

to temperature. In other words, the operating temperature plays a more important role in 

oxygen permeation than the concentration driving force for oxygen permeation in BSCF 
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membranes. For example, at room temperature, no matter how the oxygen concentration 

in the permeate side varies, the oxygen transportation phenomenon would never be 

observed; otherwise, it would become another example of a perpetual motion machine. 

The observed oxygen flux of 11.46 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 at 950
o
C is the best value among the 

current literatures of mixed conducting membranes at relatively similar operating 

conditions like air as the feed gas and inert gas as the sweep gas. Noteworthy that 

membrane performance comparison should be made under relatively similar conditions. 

Certainly the flux value of the currently investigated membrane can be further improved 

if additional catalyst is applied on the membrane surface or the membrane is operated at 

other conditions like higher temperature environments, highly pressurized pure oxygen 

as feed gas or the exposure of the membrane permeate side to reactions to create a 

super-lower oxygen partial pressure zone where the permeated oxygen is consumed by 

oxidation. Baumann et al. reported the flux of 70-micorn-thick-BSCF membrane up to 

67.7 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 at 1000
o
C when operated under these extreme conditions [32]. A 

long-term operation test was also conducted on the BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 

1050°C under the operating conditions of 900°C and 100 ml min
-1

 sweep gas rate. The 

oxygen permeation flux plotted against operation time is shown in Fig.6. As observed, 

within 1 hour after the sweep gas was introduced, the membrane system reached steady 

state and gave a stable oxygen flux value of 8.60 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 for the entire operation 

period of 120 h at 900 °C. This implies that the BSCF membrane sintered at 1050 °C 

shows high stability at least under the investigated operational conditions. 

4 Conclusions  

The gas-tight Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-α (BSCF) hollow fibre membranes with an 

asymmetric structure were fabricated by spinning a polymer solution containing BSCF 

powders followed by sintering at 1050 or 1100 °C for 4h. With a new composition of 
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the internal coagulant used for the hollow fibre precursor formation process, the 

prepared BSCF membrane possesses a novel morphology favorable for oxygen 

transport. The BSCF hollow fibre membrane sintered at 1050 °C gave the best oxygen 

permeation flux values up to 11.5 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

 at 950 °C. Among the tested MIEC 

membranes without additional catalyst, so far this is the highest oxygen flux being 

observed, which exceeds the commercial target of at least 10 mL min
-1

 cm
-2

. The 

prepared membrane also exhibited high oxygen permeation stability for the entire 

investigated 120-hour-operation at 900 °C without flux decay.  
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Caption of the figures 

 

Fig. 1 Typical XRD patterns of the BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 1050 °C 

Fig. 2 SEM images of BSCF hollow fibre precursor (A) cross sectional view; (B) fibre 

wall; (C) inner surface; (D) outer surface 

Fig. 3 SEM images of BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 1050 °C (A-D) and 1100 °C (E, F) 

(A) cross sectional view; (B) fibre wall; (C, E ) inner surface; (D, F) outer 

surface 

Fig. 4 Oxygen permeation fluxes through BSCF hollow fibres sintered at 1050 °C (a) 

and 1100 °C (b) 

Fig. 5 Effects of helium sweep rate on the oxygen fluxes through the BSCF hollow fibre 

membranes sintered at 1050 °C (a) and 1100 °C (b) 

Fig. 6 Oxygen permeation flux through the BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 1050 °C as 

function of operation time at 900 °C 
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Fig. 1 Typical XRD patterns of the BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 1050 °C 
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Fig. 2 SEM images of BSCF hollow fibre precursor (A) cross sectional view; (B) fibre 

wall; (C) inner surface; (D) outer surface 
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Fig. 3 SEM images of BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 1050 °C (A-D) and 1100 °C (E, F) 

(A) cross sectional view; (B) fibre wall; (C, E ) inner surface; (D, F) outer surface 
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Fig. 4 Oxygen permeation fluxes through BSCF hollow fibres sintered at 1050 °C (a) 

and 1100 °C (b) 
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Fig. 5 Effects of helium sweep rate on the oxygen fluxes through the BSCF hollow fibre 

membranes sintered at 1050 °C (a) and 1100 °C (b) 
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Fig. 6 Oxygen permeation flux through the BSCF hollow fibre sintered at 1050 °C as 

function of operation time at 900 °C 

 

 

 


